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Ford pleased with refugee reception
WASHINGTON
IAPI -President
Gerald Ford, reported earlier as
"damn mad" about negative American
reaction to an influx of Vietnamese
refugees, said last night that new
developments have encouraged him
He confirmed that he had been
disappointed and i . -el" over reports
that some Americans, didn't want the
refugees in this country.
But resolutions supporting his
refugee resettlement program were
passed late yesterday by the AKL-C'IO
and the American Jewish Congress.
Ford said, and he found these
encouraging
HE ALSO NOTED support from
several governors "I am very proud"
of those leaders. Ford said
In other matters. Ford made these
points
-He anticipates success at the next

U S.-Soviet summit meeting on
reaching a nuclear arms limitation
treaty
■The United States will continue an
active foreign policy in Asia by
developing closer ties with South
Korea. Taiwan and the Philippines
-The fall of Vietnam was "a difficult
time." but any preceplion of a IS
weakness is unreal "We want any
potential adversary to know we will
stand up to it "
-The Warren Commission, of which
he was a member. found no evidence of
a connection between Cuba and the
assassination of President John F
Kennedy "We found no evidence of a
conspiracy "
-He was surprised at any skepticism
that he would be a candidate for
election in 1976 and announced that an
informal campaign planning group is
at work

-HE WAS looking for input from
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
as the United States re-evaluates its
Middle East policy But he said his
planned meetings with these men do
not mark the start of a new IS
negotiating effort
-He said he wished more than J0.000
persons had taken advantage of his
clemency program for Vietnam-era
military deserters and draft evaders

evacuation from Saigon
Pointing out that all Americans and
120.000 South Vietnamese were lifted
out of the country in the face of the
Communist-led advance. Ford said this
was a very successful evacuation
"I've never had much faith in
Monday morning quarterbacks." the
President said "Rather than be
critical of someone who did a good job.
I think we ought to praise him "

-He said of the men who died or
were wounded in Vietnam "I think
their sacrifice was not in vain "
He said a commitment to the
survivors continues
Vietnam dominated the news
conference
For instance, the
President was asked about reports that
U.S. ambassador Graham Martin had
been negligent in handling the

FORD DENIED economics would
hurt his re-election attempt in 1976
The situation then will be different
than it is now. he said
Ford said the country is in the
process of coming out of the recession
The President could not present any
hard evidence of a "bloodbath" in
South Vietnam following the triumph
of the Communist-led forces
Nonetheless, he insisted such a

result was probable, using as evidence
the 120.000 South Vietnamese who he
said fled for their lives
"That is the best evidence of what
probably will take place." Ford
explained
On the other hand, he said "hard
evidence" existed of the execution of
80 to 90 Cambodian officials and
military leaders as well as their wives
by the new government there
Ford last night made his firmest
declaration yet that he intends to seek
a full term in the White House and said
supporters will meet soon to start
planning his campaign
FORD SAID only that the group
headed by former Republican National
Chairman Dean Burch would meet
"within the next few days " Earlier,
an administration source said the
initial meeting would be today

Ford said in response to a question at
his nationally televised news
conference that he is surprised at
skepticism over whether he plans to
lunin 1976
"I know my intention I've said it
repeatedly," Ford said
But he added that "the precise time
when we will lake the formal step to
declare my candidacy has not yet been
determined "
Ford said. "I believe I have the best
opportunity to solidify the Republican
party "
Asked how he would counter
Democratic arguments that it was
lime for a change. Ford said. "I don't
think there ought to be a change I
strongly believe that a continuation of
the basic policy of the last few years
would be good for America."

State subsidy concerns AAoore
By Mary Higgles
•ed Mark Dodosh
In an address to the Faculty Senate
yesterday. University President Hollis
Moore Jr speculated about the
financial problems the University
might face if House Bill 555. the
pending education budget package, is
passed
With passage of the bill, the
University would receive one-twelfth
of its state subsidy each month for the
first four months of the next biennium.
but then would receive nothing during
the next four months, according to Dr
Moore

IN THE LAST four months of the
fiscal year, the University would
receive double its initial monthly
allotment to make up for the lack of
money during the second four-month
period
Dr. Moore said this type of
fluctuation could create such a large
budget deficit that the University
might need to borrow money by the
following February to continue
operations
Before the end of this biennium. Dr
Moore said he hopes the present
general fee will be split into two partsone covering the cost of facilities and
the other for the operation of student

activities
Dr. Moore said the bill might
prohibit splitting of the general fee in
the next biennium. which is why the
University soon may restructure the
general fee.
Dr Moore said he has heard that
House Bill 555 will not permit stateassisted universities to raise their
instructional fee level above its
present $210 per quarter limit
IN ADDITION, the bill probably will
not increase over last year's figure
amount of state monies the University
will receive in 1975-76 instructional
subsidies The University go! $3,183,856
in state subsidies for the 1974-75

Studenf acquitted of BG News theft
By See Segaard
Mary Gamellia. junior i Ed. i. yesterday was acquitted of a charge of petty
theft resulting from the alleged theft of
copies of the News March 13
The jury of eight deliberated less
than an hour in Bowling Green
Municipal Court before returning a
verdict of innocent Two votes were
taken by the jury, according to
foreman Frank Welch.
"Personally. I think it would never
have gotten this far." Welch said. "She
didn't have a right to have the papers,
but the penalty would have been too
severe "

Julian Bend spoke to University
Anderson Arena.

students last night

in

WELCH SAID the jury considered
returning a verdict of guilty without
value because it believed the penalty
too severe But it was informed by
court officials that such procedure was
improper
Donald Simmons, attorney for
Gamellia and associate professor of
legal studies at the University, argued
in his closing remarks that a campus
incident had become a matter of the
courts
"We permitted a campus political
prank to become part of the judicial
process," Simmons argued "This is

something that ought to be handled at
the University by University people "
Derek Dickinson, director of
standards and procedures in the Office
of the Vice Provost of Student Affairs,
said Gamellia and two other students
came to him to discuss possible
penalties in the case He said he told
them that Student Affairs would
observe the handling of the case
The other two students. Dickinson
said, were Joyce Kraus. sophomore
i Ed.). and Randy Hathaway, junior
IA&S) and then newly-elected
president of the Student Government
Association (SGAl
Prosecutor James Bachman. in
arguing for conviction, asked the jury

Relda Neiderhofer, a full-time
biology instructor at the University's
Firelands campus, recently filed suit
in U.S. District Court contending that
she was unjustly denied tenure
Neiderhofer charged that she was
denied tenure and was given a terminal
contract either because she did not
have a doctoral degree or because the

Bond colls for public concern
Georgia State Sen Julian Bond, a
possible contender for the 1976
presidential election, last night called
for a "national movement of the
concerned, the afflicted and the
affected"
Bond spoke to and answered the
questions of about 500 persons at
Anderson Arena His appearance was
sponsored by the Black Student Union
and the Office of Minority Affairs.
"The political process ought to be
put to a constant test, not as an
election day effort only, but as another

Weather
Partly cleady today and tonight.
Highs today la the upper its and
lower M*. Lows tonight In the
lower 40s Tomorrow increasing
cloadieess and warmer. Highs ia
the mid Ms. Probability of precipitation II per ceni today and
toaight.

weapon in an arsenal that has always
contained more popguns than
howitzers." Bond said

to do better for themselves." he said
The last few years, however, have
been different, according to Bond

He said such a movement should
demand income and wealth redistribution through a modified tax
structure, the elimination of poverty
through federally funded work
programs: a nationally-funded educational system which would "dignify
both blacks and whites" and provide
vocational training, free and adequate
health care provided by the
government, and public ownership of
"vital services "

"The government's attitude has
changed from benign concern to
malignant neglect.'' Bond said.

BOND EXPRESSED confidence
that a loud national outcry for change
would force the government, which he
said has become unresponsive to public
need, into action
"If the Kt'uirdv and the Johnson
years taught us any kind of lesson at
all. it ought to have been that government, under militant and concerted
pressure, would move, slowly and
rather ponderous, all too often with all
deliberate lack of speed, to become a
limited partner of sorts with the
American underclass in their struggle

HE SAID THAT during the 1960s the
number of people living in poverty in
the United States was cut by nearly
one-third, but that in the 1970s the
government has cut back the same
programs which accomplished this cut
in poverty.
Human problems are placed on a
balance sheet and forced to add up. to
pay profit for themselves." he said
"The new administrators in
Washington run the programs they
direct with all the solicitude of a
hungry mortician at an old folks'
home."
Bond added tha' American blacks,
who gained some victories in their
fight for equality in the 1960s, have not
gained any new victories during the
current decade.
He said that part of the problem was
due to the replacement of peaceful

GAMELLIA ADMITTED in
testimony that she had taken the
papers but defended her actions
"My understanding is that the papers
are free and that you can take as many
as you want to." Gamellia told the
court
"My purpose was to distribute the
papers to off-campus apartment units
so that students knew where to go to
vote." she added
The papers Gamellia was charged
with stealing included information
about polling places and times for
referendum to abolish SGA.

"OUR FEELING is that we could
not justify more of an increase than
this." Dr Long said, "but we definitely
could use this much."
Hi Long said he did not know what
action would be taken on the budget
should the bill prevent an Increase in
fees.
Faculty Senate approved the
Committee on University Governance
and Reorganization's (COUGAR)
revised draft of the Academic Charter
but left open within the document two
options on an article concerning the
graduate council
The revised charter will be sent to
the faculty for a vote. Pending faculty
approval of the charter, the graduate
council option which receives the most
votes from the faculty will be
incorporated in the charter.

Instructor files tenure suit

Advocates changes

By Carl Remeesky
Managing Editor

not to let emotions become involved in
deciding the case

academic year
However. Dr Moore said the bill will
allow universities to raise the general
fee from its present 850 per quarter
level to $75 per term
The provision that state universities
will be unable to raise their
instructional fees came as a blow to
'.hi- plans of the Advisory Committee
on the University Educational Budget
Dr Clifford Long, professor of
mathematics and member of the
advisory committee, told senate
members that the committee had
planned on generating an additional
$700,000 in income from a $17 per
quarter increase in the student
instrui-lion.il fee

protesters in the early 1960s by
militant rioters in the latter part of the
decade This was true "if not in fact,
certainly in the public fancy." Bond
said.
THIS HELPED to force middle
America" away from social concern.
Bond said. Also causing middle
America to lose sympathy for the
black movement were politicians, who
convinced them that their taxes were
high because of "the lazy poor," Bond
explained
"The collusion between an
insensitive administration and a
seemingly unfeeling majority seems to
doom the hopes of the American
underclass." he said.
Bond also reaffirmed the possibility
that he may be a Democratic
presidential candidate in 1976. He said
he will announce his intentions in midJune, and that his decision will depend
greatly on his financial situation
Bond had previously announced that
he would enter several presidential
preference primaries if he raises
$200,000 by that date.

University
women

discriminated

against

DR. SHELDON Halpern. vice
provost for faculty affairs, said the suit
is in litigation.
At a May I hearing, a temporary
restraining order granted by Toledo
District Court Judge Don Young was
extended, prohibiting the University
from filling Neiderhofer's position or
advertising for candidates for the job
until the case is settled
Dr. Halpern said that he does not
foresee settlement until after the start
of the next academic year
He said that the University has
accepted the restraining order
Advertising for candidates for
Neiderhofer's position had started but
ceased with acceptance of the
restraint, he added

"There will not be a member hired in
Neiderhojer's place." he said
"Necessary teaching will be done by
faculty overload or by part-time
instruction "
NEIDERHOFER will finish her
current contract If she wins her case
"there is a job for her." Dr Halpern
said He added that there are no court
proceedings presently scheduled.
The lawsuit charges that a doctoral
degree is not necessary to the
performance of teaching duties at the
Firelands campus and that male
instructors with similar qualifications
were granted tenure at the time
Neiderhofer says she was denied it.
She contends that she was due to be
granted tenure with the acceptance of
a regular teaching contract in 1974. but
was offered a non-renewable terminal
contract instead

June concert to feature
Nitty Gritty Band, Havens
The Poe Ditch Music Festival, an allday rock concert, has beer, set for noon
June 1 at Doyt L. Perry Field
The festival, sponsored by Ross Todd
Productions and Cultural Boost, will
feature eight acts.
SGA Coordinator of Cultural Affairs
Kim Jakeway said Marshall Tucker. ZZ Top. Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. Richie
Havens. Daryl Hall It John Oates.
Outlaws. Golden Earring and one other
act not yet confirmed will be
appearing.
JAKEWAY SAID the eighth act will
probably be either Billy Preston or
Montr ose
Tickets should be available
tomorrow or Friday in the Union ticket
office. Jakeway said

Advance sale tickets are $7 for
University students and $8 for nonstudents. Tickets will cost $10 the day
of the show
Jakeway said he is in the process of
finding about 60 ushers to help with the
festival Anyone interested should
contact Jakeway at the Cultural Boost
Office. 418 Student Services Bldg
HE EMPHASIZED that no drugs or
bottles will be permitted in the
stadium and that tight security will be
maintained
"Everything is go on this I the
concern." Jakeway said. "It has been
a long time in the making. If this is
successful, they (concert promoters
will be wanting to do more shows."
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let's not keep quiet
uao shows
smart scheduling
The packed house in Anderson Arena for the Jefferson Starship concert
Sunday night was the result of smart scheduling by the Union Activities
Organization (UAO)
Jefferson Starship is a group that appeals to the contemporary music
taste of the college audience, and a sell-out was predictable. Bringing
Starship to campus was a giant step forward after an enormous stride
backward last November-namely the Dionne Warwicke Homecoming
concert.
The Warwicke

concert

was

poorly

attended

because

a

gross

misjudgment was made by UAO.
Dionne Warwicke is a popular entertainer, but she was not an
attraction on a campus with a large audience of contemporary rock fans.
UAO missed the boat for the Homecoming concert, but shifted its sails
in the right direction with the Jefferson Starship concert.
Hopefully, the Starship concert will start a trend toward satisfying
student entertainment demands By being sensitive to the student
audience. UAO will avoid empty houses and be able to offer a wellrounded entertainment program in the future

let's hear from you
The lit; News welcomes .ill letter! i" the editor and opinion column
Letters may comment <>n .m> other letter column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum oi joo words typewritten We ,isk that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced,
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the lawsot libel anil proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor. CO The lit! News HW
University Mall

theater trends
By Joe Walker
Student Columnist

GMII

Mojo theater has been the purveyor
for black theater via the stage (or at
least five years on campus
As a workshop (or developing
students in the performing arts. Mojo
has communicated varied concepts
protest,
radicalism,
complacency,
social satire and mobility
A director's success, then, may be
defined as the ability to maximize
communication with the audience
while
expounding
a
transferable
concept
It's the impression the
audience carries away
Mojo
theater's
lasl
production
suggests a new trend in black theater
The move appears to be from total
entertainment to thought Initiation
"GREAT GOODNESS of Life IA
Coon Show i." written by Imamu Amiri
Baraka iLeroi Jones i was staged for
Mojo during the last weekend in April.
Barabara
Master'' McEachern. a
graduate student and theater major,
directed
the play
Though the
parenthetical portion ot the title - 'A
Coon Show seemingly narrows the
Urge! audience to black only, it does
not
The inserl drops the subtle hint that
the black experience is a requisite to
maximum comprehension
Given this signpost, it becomes
evident that symbolism was the most
pertinent vehicle for transferring
McEachern's message
One must (urn to the play itself in
order lo appraise her success in
transplanting her thoughts in (he
audience's mind
"GREAT GOODNESS ol Life iA
Coon Show i" was a ritual Ionising on
the
intrapersonal
conflict
which
enslaved a black bourgeoise. his inner
thinking, trials and tribulations were
featured products of the play
Add his job description, post office
supervisor, and (he play pulsates
Court Hoyal was caught up in the
VICIOUS tornado known as the American
Dream
The Dream equivocally guaranteed
"life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness "
However, there was one drawback,
he was black
To be black and
American
embodies
a
peculiar
predicament which
escapes the
imagination of most outside this
fundamental dualism
Now the above qualifier. A Coon
Show
becomes intelligible
Most
blacks experience the Court Royal
syndrome in one manifestation or
another
THE
POST office
supervisor
discovered that he must kill his innate
black identity to qualify as a candidate
for the American Dream
The play as a ritual investigated this
requirement,
primarily
through
symbolism Royal opted for the Dream
and entered the melting pot. but what
can be said about the channels of
communication between director and
audience?
First, the ritualistic play goes
against the grain. Westernized plays
are heavily laden with structure,
formality and cardinal rules The
curtain as a tool in theater is one
example of the latter.
Secondly. McEachern via Baraka
presented a play which beckons

audience input, removed the curtain as
a barrier and focused on the multitude
of rites unique to the human condition
A ritual is an exemplary portrayal of
life with primary and secondary
participants
McKachern's
cast
performed as primary participants
The audience i whether consciously
or subconsciously I comprised the
secondary participants
If
McEachern's Coon is any
indication of plays to come, then Mojo
presentations will do more than
entertain They will be seeds for
thought which go beyond production
night

WASHINGTON • Yes, recrimina
lions Lots of them
Lost and dying for 20 years in that
jungle and now we're invited not to talk
about it "I ask all Americans to close
ranks, to avoid recriminations about
the past.'' the President says, "and to
work together on the great tasks that
remain to be accomplished ''
On the same day he asked us to quiet
down in the name of higher purpose the
Seattle City Council
rejected a
resolution welcoming the Vietnamese
fugitives by a vote of seven to one.
In Seattle they must know the task to
be accomplished is to inquire about
why this came about They also must
understand that it's inquiry, not
recrimination. Dr Kissinger and his
associates fear.
IN WASHINGTON they hope to pass
the war off as an act-of-God. as a
meteorological event as uncontrollable
as an equinoctial hurricane coming out
of the Gulf of Mexico to blow down
houses across Texas and Mississippi
If they can't convince us those
refugees weren't put on the roads by
the winds, they warn us not to talk
about it because "this is the most
divisive conflict since the Civil War"
It was years zgo. Now there is new
national unity in the resentment at the
thousands of smarmy fugitives Ford
and Kissinger have airfreighted in
here-again the fait accompli without
Congressional permission--to be a tax
on the public purse, or to form another
revanchist clique lobbying for a return
to another China, another Cuba
Give them each 14.000 and, provided
they spend the money on Chrysler
products, we'll grant them citizenship
Save the auto industry, make them into
servants We'll get something out of
this war yet
A field marshal mowing the lawn, a
Red agent dusting the living room, a
black marketeer in the nouseboy's
white jacket, a Saigon lady of the night
lor a baby sitter and a keeper of tiger
cages to walk the dog Anyhow, they're
here, and whoever they may be and
whatever deeds they may have done,
we'd best show them such generosity
we're still capable of
There aren't so many of them, and to
yammer about their being dumped on
us might sidetrack us from discovering
whether the cause of the war really
was a virus infection of our top
leaders' central nervous systems or
something having more to do with
foreign policy

Leirers
bend-over day

In recognition of the new status of
the graduate student community, and
the Graduate Student Senate, as
demonstrated by the recent action of
the Education Budget Committee, we
would like to declare Friday. May 9th
as "Graduate Student
Rend-Over
Day "
Stan Swartz
President
Graduate Student Senate

worthwhile
results
My congratulations to your front
page photos on Thursday. April 24
Dennis Bower should be commended
lor expressing himself all over the
sidewalk by Williams Hall
Maybe all students should be
allocated money Irom the general fee
for paint then we could all express
ourselves all over campus. Our
campus needs some character, so why
not haphazard expression by students'1
That wouldn't be effacing public
property, would if
Even so. why stop one's artistic
inspiration when the results are so so
worthwhile"1
John Foster
Graduate Assistant
Industrial Education >\ Technology

and labeled body of information, the
especially acute consciousness in a
recession economy of the demands ol
the job market, the requirements of
many specific content courses which
don't seem to leave time for what
might seem to be digression and many
more
Most of us try. however, and it is
refreshing to hear encouraging words
from students It also promises to be
interesting to hear from a variety of
faculty members their conceptions of
other disciplines in relation to their
own
I AM HOPEFl'L that you still
receive encouragement and offers of
lectures from a large number of
faculty and that students and faculty
will find time to attend
And now a note to I)r Facione I
would certainly agree with you that our
humanities and science departments
are intellectually alive, but if you think
there are no problems of insularity at
this University, I can only think your
judgment short sighted
I can understand how a philosopher
might leel this problem less, since his
is the widest of disciplines, including
virtually all areas of experience and
learning, but I fail to understand the
unnecessary defensiveness of your
attack, or its ungraciousness
Thomas L Wymer
Associate Professor of English

include

alternative

the squirrels

Peter Facione of philosophy recently
1 May 21 attacked those students
proposing the List Lecture series for
taking cheap pot shots at humanities
and science departments " I would like
to propose an alternative answer to
Janet Box and BobGonsowski
Thanks for your efforts. Janet and
Bob You are no doubt aware that all
the humanities are at least in theory
committed to a conception of man
complete on all sides and to a vision of
true learning as embracing and
relating all disciplines
But we often fail at that integration
for a variety of reasons our own
tendencies toward narrowness, the
pressures for scholarly perfection in a
particular area which often leave us
short of time to pursue supposed nonessential areas, student apathy and
desire to receive a neatly packaged

This is in reply to Dave Donley s
letter in which he expressed his dislike
of dogs on campus
I strongly agree with Mr Donley and
wish also to carry my feeling to
squirrel owners I'm tired of stepping
on squirrel shit and their damn nuts
If you haven't got room for your
squirrels at home, get rid of them
After all. if God would have wanted
squirrels and dogs running loose he
wouldn't have made leashes and
cages!
By the way. Mr Donley. are you sure
it wasn't bullshit you scraped off your
shoe''
Terry Bradford
819A North Enterprise
"The Let's Make
This World Decent by
Wiping Out Animals" Society

Nicholas

von Hoffman

'TV
~

j^g

**J
THE OTHER night CBS took two and
half hours of primely expensive time to
tell us
"We embarked on this Vietnam
journey with good intentions. I think,
but once upon the ,iath we found
ourselves having been misguided
Perhaps that is our big lesson from
Vietnam, the necessity for candor.'
Walter Cronki'.e told us in a context
suggesting it was TV which finally got
us properly reguided
No need to recriminate, television II
take care of it next time, but such
nonsense
"The networks never stood up. at
least for long never gave their
reporters
honest,
enterprising
reportorial
missions except
into
direct combat which was mostly a
false story.'" writes Michael Arlen in

The New Yorker (May 5th).
The war would still be going on. with
CBS covering it like an apolitical
boxing match, had it not been for the
protesting people in the streets, the
same people television competed with
the government
to ignore and
discredit, and who were again aced out
of CBS's special the other night so that
not one reasoned, critical.
Left
analysis got on the network's air
NBC AND ABC did much better with
their end ol the war specials, but CBS
is more interesting for amplifying the
official, institutional line, the one we II
teach the kiddies in school
"We. the American people, the
world's most admired democracy,
cannot ever again allow ourselves to be
misinformed,
manipulated
and
misled."
said Cronkite,
skipping
around who might have tried to do
these bad things and why. so that he
could crescendo with these words
"Again to quote the President. "The
time has come to look forward to an
agenda for the future - to unify, to bind
up the nation's wounds and to restore
its health and optimistic selfconfi
dence "
Back to Sauk Center and give a

whack on the drum for unity A united
people, marching together toward
future agendas can never again be
manipulated, for we are a restored
nation whose wounds have been bound
and bandaged in Lincolnesque cliche
Those weren't wounds anyway Not
in the saloons I drink in That's cherry
pie on the faces of those who carried
this absurdity down to "Option 4"-do
you dig that big boy war talk "which
was what they called sending in the
rescue choppers to land on the roofs of
Saigon office buildings We don't need
bandages Paper napkins will do
Let all leaders, commentators and
consulting sages walk clean faced into
future agendas another Agnes De
Mille diplomatic dance in Peking, a
space walk through NATO, more egotripping about the Middle East. Dick
Helms and the CIA lads loose and free
again in Portugal and -but for unity's
sake don't ask why--many. new,
surprising, secret, sacred, honorable,
moral, implied, vital, viable, human
and humanitarian commitments
Yes. recriminations Lots of them
Copyright 1*7S. The Washington Post
Kiig Features Syndicate

a

*W8mevm m^sss^mm^f^^ *™inform majors
As I was glancing through The BG
News Wednesday morning 1 April 301.1
came across an article that was rather
upsetting tome
I, like many other students on this
campus, am a special education major
Aside from that. 1 am the newsletter
editor
of
Student
Council
for
Exceptional Children and take an
active part in this organization
As newsletter editor, it is my job to
inform the special education majors on
this campus of all upcoming events and
activities I am notified of all activities
so that I may spread the word to
everyone
However, I informed students of
Exceptional Children's Week, but had
no idea there was to be a car wash
headlining the occasion If the news
doesn't reach me, it can hardly be
expected to make its way to other
special
education
majors,
for
newsletters play a very important role
in communication
MY SUGGESTION to you. Barbara
and Brian, is to open those eyes of
yours And when you do, open them
nice and wide and see what the special
education majors are actually doing on
this campus
If you take my advice. I see no
possible way you can label us as being
"apathetic." BGSl' has a very good
special education department and it is
my opinion that majors take an active
part in many varied activities on
campus and elsewhere as well
Barbara, you stated the question
rather bluntly when you said. "Do
students realize that teaching involves
much more than writing lesson plans
and being in the classroom between the
hours of 8 a m and 3 p.m.?"
Yes. you better believe we do If we
didn't, would we take part in many
activities with various types of
exceptional children'' Would we bother
ourselves with teaching educable
mentally retarded children to ice
skate, take them out to eat pizza, or go
bowling at the Union, take deaf
children swimming or have Christmas.
Halloween parties, etc for retarded
children" The list is unending
Now tell me. would we do all these
things for exceptional children if we
had no concern for them'' Would we
have the largest turnout at OSCEC
state conventions?
FOR YOUR information, BGSU is
always better represented than any of
the other colleges. Seven-eighths of the

BGSl' students hold offices at the state
level
Doesn't this stand to point something
out for us as special education majors'1
Many students attending other colleges
don't even bother to make an
appearance at a state convention!
Are
these characteristics of an
apathetic people'' I have a strange
feeling you have your people mixed up
As the song says. "Take a closer look
at the people you meet and keep them
on your side "
A little earlier. I asked you to open
your eyes wide and see what special
education majors are taking part in If
you take my advice, I'm sure you'll
find
we
can hardly
be called
apathetic "

doing the following
1
Mr Hill's
ability to spit and hit any crack on the
basketball court. It) Mr Hills skill at
hitting a wall with a basketball just
inches from a person's head. and. 13)
Both coaches' ability to verbally
harass a student supervisor who was
attempting lo do his job and set up the
nels for the tournament
These gentlemen only felt obligated
to leave the court when personally
requested to do so by Mr Sandy, the
intramural director
Congratulations "gentlemen"' '
Bill Kelly
314 Harrow
Al Stephens
319 Harrow
Jim Kauffman
311 Darrow

Debbie Dallman
203 French House
SCEC Newsletter Editor

sham
statement
Students for Human Awareness
Movement
ISHAMI
statement
concerning departmental hiring
procedures,
number
one
Upon
interviewing some of the department
chairpeople. one chairperson referred
to all applicants as being that of the
male gender
If you are a female, and the "male as
normative" attitude is continually
projected, might this inhibit your
interest in that field?
If the entire applicant screening
panel of a department holds a similar
viewpoint,
would
you
feel
your
academic qualifications were the
predominant factors considered''
Sue Kaye
322 Chapman
Linda Bidwell
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gentlemen?
To our respected basketball coaches
at Bowling Green:
We would like to commend Coach
Pat Haley and Coach Bob Hill for their
fine conduct at the Men's Gym on April
23.1975
While waiting for the beginning of
the intramural volleyball tournament,
we observed these respected coaches
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Menegin, .doc- -373-0 149
tusinee* marw§01— 373-0147
General Outmost- 373 3003
Adverlisin,.-373-3004
Seer It 373 0141
NossvrMrn.-372.0i40
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newsnotes

Sandy explains intramural injuries

Strip mining

OFFICIALS

By Malt Markey

WASHINGTON lAPl-A compromise bill to limit
environmental damage from coal strip mining could be on
its way to President Ford's desk by the end of the week
Ford vetoed an almost identical bill last December, but
this time sponsors claim they have enough votes to
override another veto
The bill would impose a series of minimum federal
environmental controls on coal strip mining, which
accounts for half of all coal mined in the I'mted States
It also would require coal operators to restore land after
the mining operation, authorize states to set up their own
programs and levy a tax of up to 35 cents a ton on coal to
help clean up abandoned strip-mine excavations

The I'niversity has been
fortunate that no serious
injuries have occurred in its
intramural sports program
in recent years, according to
Maurice Sandy, men's
tntramurals director.
"In general, injuries
haven't
been a real
problem." Sandy said "We
try to modify the rules of the
game to prevent injuries
from happening, and we
stress to our officials how
important their job is to
keep these things from
happening "

Speed limit
COLl'MBl'S i API-The House voted yesterday to make
the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit permanent in Ohio, overturning an earlier rejection of the bill by legislators
angered over the federal mandate
The reconsidered bill passed 66-23 and was sent to the
Senate, about an hour after opponents had deprived it of
the two-thirds majority required for immediate
'emergency" enactment
Ironically, the measure was approved by a precise two
thirds in the reconsideration vote However, sponsor
Arthur Bowers «l>-98. Steubenvillei had removed the
emergency clause to assure passage by a simple 50-vote
majority
As it is now written, the new law would retain a
provision in the temporary statute which forgives
speeders habitual offender points on their licenses if they
drive over 55 but under 70

Sandy said hockey and
touch football are the sports
in which many rule changes
were necessary to cut down
on contact and the chance of
injuries Checking or slap
shots are not permitted in
hockey, while football
allows nodownfield blocking
or fumbles

for

"We generally use the
Health Center for all
intramural injuries But we
have had cases where we
would call there and no one
would come out. so we
needed to call Wood County
Hospital." he said

intramural contests have no
formal first-aid training,
according to Sandy But he
noted that field supervisors
are responsible for determining what treatment is
necessary
A field supervisor is
present at all intramural
activities
If an injury
occurs, it is his job to decide
whether first-aid care is
sufficient or if additional
care is necessary. Sandy
said

THE HEALTH Center has
handled all intramural cases
so far this year The worst
injuries have been a broken
leg in soccer and a shoulder
separation in football, he
said
"We've had a lot of minor
cuts, scrapes and bruises,
but other than that we have
been pretty lucky I like to
think we've taken the proper
preventative measures to
keep injuries down." he
said

"We tell our field super
visors that if someone's
injured and they think it's
serious, to let the health
officials take care of it If
there's ever a doubt we wait
until the health officials
arrive." he said

"We call it participant
welfare I am constantly
reminding these people
around here that that ought
to be first on your mind "
Sandv said to his

The Health Center handles
cases
that
require
emergency care, but Sandy
said the center is not always
dependable

9 IW

Mindszentydies
VIENNA. Austria (API -Josef Cardinal Mindszenty. a
major Cold War figure who spent 15 years in the I' S
mission in Budapest as a refugee from Hungary's
Communist rulers, died in Vienna yesterday after surgery,
the Catholic IVess Service reported He was 83
A spokesman for the Vienna archdiocese said
Mindszenty. the former primate of Hungary, died at the
Brothers of Mercy Hospital where he had undergone a
urnlogii-.il operation earlier in the day

Request rejected
WASHINGTON IAPI-Supreme Court Justice Potter
Stewart yesterday rejected a request from General
Telephone i'o iGTCl of Ohio lor an order reinstating a
1971 rate increase pending a court appeal
GTC asked for a stay of a decision of the Ohio Supreme
Court The stay would have been effective until the
company had asked the I' S Supreme Court for review and
the court had acted
Stewart denied the application without comment
As a result of this decision, a law suit has been filed
seeking to recover more than $152 million from the
company because of higher rate collection

knowledge the University
has never been sued for an
injury in tntramurals. but
that it does have liability
insurance in case of a law
suit
The condition of the
intramural fields is not verygood, but a major
renovation will take place
during the summer, he said
"We know there are a lot

of ruts and holes out there
and we're In the process of
doing
something about
them
This summer we're
closing the fields and putting
in an irrigation system
They will be tilled and
leveled and then seeded
Once we get water out there
it should make a big
difference." he said

Sandy said he hopes the
fields can hold up during
spring, although he said they
don't really receive the
attention they should
"The varsity fields get
priority." he said, "and if
the crews have the time they
get to the intramural fields
We're concerned with the
upkeep of the fields but
there's onlv so much we can
do"

Absences hinder council;
two ordinances okayed
By Clady Smrrcinu
Suff Reporter
City Council acted on only
four pieces of new legisla
tion Monday night because
of the absence of councilmen-at-large Thomas Carroll and Boyd Crawford
With only five members
present, council could not
give any resolution or
ordinance more than one
reading, or reading legislation by number and title
only as is usually the case.
When at least six
members are present, the
council can vote to suspend
its rules and read legislation
three times in one meeting
by number and title only.
Under the suspension of
rules, reading and passing
legislation takes much less
time than under the conventional procedure
As a result, council heard
only two new ordinances on
first reading Monday One
authorized the municipal
administrator to enter into a
contract
for
pavement
striping for the current
year
The other added a
recreation commissioner to
the citv's list of salaried

employees not subject to
overtime pay
Two new resolutions were
approved by council, both of
which appropriated small
parcels of land for the city's
use in the second ward
street improvement project
Council also approved two
ordinances that came up for
third reading Monday, one
okaying the installation of a
traffic signal at the corner
of South Main and Pearl
streets, the other setting a
mandatory retirement age
of 70 for all municipal
employes.
The mandatory retirement age will take effect
Dec. 31. and apply to all city
employes except those
elected by the people
Mayor Charles Bartlett
reported to council that
April city Income tax
revenue was up $40,600 from
last April, reflecting a 8 29
per cent increase
In his report to council.
Municipal Administrator
Wesley Hoffman reviewed
progress on several of the
city's capital improvement
projects
Hoffman said bids have
been
accepted
for
construction of a parking lot
by the city swimming pool.

improvements to the West
Poe Road Recreation
Complex, the purchase of a
car for the housing and
zoning department and the
construction of a parking lot
on Manville Avenue
According to Hoffman,
plans and specifications for
the remodeling of the old
library into a new city office
building are "just about
finished." and bids for the
project should be released
within 30 days
He also said the
construction on West Poe
Road should be finished by
late summer or early fall,
"and hopefully by i county I
fair time "
Waneta
Rodeheffer.
second ward councilman, requested the installation of a
stop sign at the entrance to
Wintergarden Community
Lodge off Wintergarden
Road
Howard Rulter. safety
director, reported that the
police department has "no
objections" to the issuing of
a C-l liquor permit to
Kroner's. 1044 N Main St
A C-l permit allows the
sale of 3 2 beer in its original
containers for carry out sale
onlv

May Daze activities begin

Weapons bill
WASHINGTON lAPi-The House Armed Services
Committee approved a 132 billion military weapons bill
yesterday after rejecting an amendment to admit women
to military academies and make them eligible for combat
duty
The bill, approved 32 to 6. is $3 billion below President
Ford's request for military equipment purchases and
research and development for the fiscal year starting July
1
Major cuts included a $185 8 million slice in development
of flying command posts from which the President would
operate during a nuclear war and a $260 2 million cut from
requests for aircraft to provide early warning of enemy
attack
At the same time the committee added some funds the
Pentagon did not request, such as $115 million to buy 24
A7D jet fighters for National Guard units

Campus
visitor

PHI DELTA THETA
Lil' Sis Rush
Tonite 8-10 p.m.
All interested girls invited
Come and meet the brothers!

L.

Laurence Maidment of Portage hands a University student
on* of the Gideon New Teitamenli distributed on campus
yesterday. ( Newsphoto by Ed Soba)

BGSU SYMPHONIC BAND
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All activities are open to
the public In case of rain all
events except the Lady
Grace concert will be on
Saturday

Ridge Manor Apartments

CONDUCTING
PREMIER PERFORMANCE OF
"STUDIES IN MOTION"

Apartments Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid
Laundry Faculities Available

Vi block from campus

420 month

BY

FISHER A. TULL

8:00 IN THE GRAND BALLROOM

Call 352-0717 or stop
by the office • 224 E. Wooster

THE GRAPE ESCAPE
SATURDAY WINEMAKING CLASS

with fresh garlic bread

•
•
•
•
•

99c
sorry, no delivery

Ph. 352-7571

THE ENTERTAINMENT
segment of May Daze begins
at 2 p.m. when Lady Grace,
a folk-blue grass group from
Cincinnati, will play in
Founders courtyard WFAL
will broadcast live from the
courtyard from 4-6 p.m.
Universal Sound Co. will
provide musical enter
tainment from 6-9 p.m..
followed by a drive-in

blanket theater featuring a
three-hour film called
"Laugh Orgy" All entertainment is free
Beer and other refreshments will be served
throughout the day All refreshments and game booths
will cost 25 cents From 4-6
that afternoon. Founders
Cafeteria will offer a picnic
dinner which students can
pay for with meal coupons

Summer leases available!

SPAGHETTI

1004 S. Main, 8.G.

games and novelties will
open at 145 p.m. In
Founders' courtyard and
remain open all day. May
Daze T-shirts will be on sale
atone booth

TONIGHT
MARK S. KELLY

TONIGHT - 5-9 P.M.

nUSLIAI'S

May finally has arrived
and along with it comes
Founders Quadrangle's May
Daze this Friday
May Daze consists of a
variety of activities and
entertainment designed to
let students "have fun in the
sun."' according to Kathie
Brockman. program coordinator of Founders Quad
Surprises from the sky
will start May Daze off at
1:30 p.m. when free passes,
buttons and other surprises
inside balloons are dropped
from atop Founders Quad
Nineteen
booths
containing a variety of

*
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INTRODUCTION TO WINE & WINEMAKING
TABLE WINES FOR THE HOME WINEMAKER
"BARLEY" WINES
SPARKLING WINES
DISCUSSION AND REVIEW OF CLASSES

f

e THIS SEMINAR WILL BE MAY 10th BEGINNING AT 9 A.M.
• THE GRAPE ESCAPE' WILL NOTIFY YOU AS TO THE LOCATION
• BRING YOUR OWN LUNCH • •BEVERAGE' WILL BE SUPPLIED BY THE "GRAPE ESCAPE.'
COMPLETE INSTRUDTIONS WILL BE GIVEN IN THE METHODS OF HOME WINE MAKING
THE TOTAL COST OF THIS ALL DAY SEMINAR IS ONLY $15.00 (20.00 IF YOU WISH TO
BRING A FRIEND.)
JUST SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ALONG WITH REGISTRATION FEE TO:

SSKKBT*
***************

TK CMW ESCAPE

^^

m
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Great Scot,
FUlfNDlY FOOD STORES

Job sign-ups scheduled
YOU SAVE SO MUCH MORE
AT YOUR GREAT SCOT STORE!
HOW MUCH? JUST LOOK!

IT'S THE REAL THING!

COKE fc_2

acct.
or
business
background Bachelors.

Sign-up will be from 4-5
p.m. tomorrow for school
schedules and from 3-4 p.m.
Friday
for
non-icbool
schedules in the Forum.
Student Services Bldg. Data
sheets must be turned in at
the time of sign-up

Maytt
Bar Dei,
Weadllag
and
Cook - Accountants: accounting majors with at
least a grade point average
of 1.0 overall and 3.2 in
accounting.
EqalUble Life Assaraace
Company - Sales management trainee: Any area.
Bachelors

BUSINESS
May It
S. S. Kreige Company
Traveling K Marl auditor

—~
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» Network
.12 Land
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37 Mutual concord
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Tibet
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operation
60 Something lo
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62 Gamed
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May 20

May 20
Lakevtew Scfeoal District • Special education, math.
physics and elementary ad.

All other areas
May 22
VlUa Park District no 48 •
- Junior high. spec. ed. -■
behavior disabilities, educ
media Elementary, spec
ed. - learning disabilities,
behavior disorders, visual
art. music, educ media
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Eaaluble Life Assaraace
Company - See May 20
listing
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ACKOM
Xeen
Hulff.t
SoynH- for
ulrnce
Eagle'i i- 1
Helper
Money on thCorao
Scene, of Scott
novel

May 21
Aetna Life aad Casaalty Marketing rep., claims rep.,
field
rep.,
controllers,
underwriting: acctg . math,
bus. ad Also accept liberal
arts background
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COLUMBUS (API - Half
way houses, a relatively new
prison
concept,
are an
effective
rehabilitation
method and should be used
more to reduce Ohio's inmate population, an Ohio
State University study indicates.
"The most important
finding of the study is that
halfway houses are more
successful than traditional
methods of correction." according to Richard Seiter.
the
study
director
Results
indicated
that
those who had lived In
halfway houses had less frequent
and less severe
criminal
offenses.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
res, mil ee TAKING
HEX HOME TO SANTA
MONICA MIS AF7EXNOON'
AND H$ HAVE AlREAPY
DfOXD TO CALL HER TOM''

MRS RDSENTHAL, SEEING
MM Ut HAVE OVER 100,000
UNADOPTED ORPHANS IN OUR
OWNCOUNTRY,

my DID

YOU

CHOOSB TO ADOPT A
VIETNAMESE BABY?

_K

UEPECVEDTO
ADOPT KIM BECAUSE
OF TH€ IMMEDIACY
OF HER PLI6HTI IT HAP
NOTHING TO DO WITH
HER BE/N6 VIETNAMESE'

OF COURSE,

iwom

OENYTHE
61AM0UR.
OFITAU.

\

YES, urs
NOT FOOL OURSELVES. GAN6IM A CLASS
ACT'

3S52
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Good luck Sigma Chi's on Wednesday! Chi O's want to see
some home runs'

Wednesday. May 7,1975
Active Christians Today Bible study 603 Clough St 6 pm
tiay Union meeting Km 113 Bus Adm llldg Ip.m
Freddie's Flock meeting 2nd floor east hall. Memorial Hall. 8 p.m.
Physical Acilvily Center for Everyone Club meeting
Hayes Hall. 5 p.m.

Rm 204

BGSU Ski Club meeting Rm 220 MathSci Bldg 7pm Kinalue
plans for canoe trip
Ur Marilyn Gull. Assoc. Prof of Eng at Temple Unlv & editor ol
The Wordsworth Circle will lecture on "Heroism and the Heroic in
Romantic l.iteralure". Rm IIS Ed Bldg at8pm
Active Christians Today meet at Village View Church of Christ
(801IW PoeHd Sal .May 10 at 7 30 pm
RIDES
Ride wanted lo Pittsburgh Fn
May ». 382 5085
LOST AND FOUND
LOST Gold wire-rim glasses in
lan leather case Call 352-4741
REWARD
HELP WANTED
EARN (30-840 A WEEK in your
spare lime. If you qualify 1 will
show you how Ph 352-8688
Delivery Driver with own car
Evenings and week-ends work
Hourly pay plus mileage Applv
at Mr Ed's Piua Pub 532 E
Wooster

Someone for light housekeeping
CALL after 5 30. 352-8348
W»VtC2aOfTKKED
Decisions^ Need to talk'
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 3526238Abortion Information Service
starting rate 8125. Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist. Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle. Call
collect. 24 hour service 1-216631-1557.
Experienced typist very reasonable 352-4588
Planning a Wedding'' Wedding
Photography by David McNeill
383-3782
WANTED
4 persons to sublease 2-bedroom
apartment 'or summer 8188
each total Call 88X1084.

Triumph 10 speed, hghl weight,
racing bike, in excellent condi
lion 882-3148

Congratulations to Tara Jones
lor making rheerleading Love,
your Phi Mu Sisters.

4 spoked crome rocket mags
good cond 2 • 14 x 7". 2-14 x 6
llUGM 2-1788. Jim

Best of luck to our Phianlastic
houseman Larry and his fiancee
Annette Love, your Phi Mu
Sisters

FOR KENT

Congrats lo Phi Mu Trikers and
the 3rd place trophy We're
proud of your fast pedaling - the
Sisters.

APARTMENTS
2 bedrooms,
furnished 352 4671

Congrats to the new SGA
treasurer. Ju-ju Plaaatkl Love.
your Pnl Mu Slsses

I M needed to share lare a c 2
bdrm apt for summer 1 other
M Low rates 352-5403

17 new pledgu and Beta Thela
Pi made our pledge day great1
Thanx. the Phi Mu's

PERSONALS

At the Gig - with Kappa Sig tea
was really great - Phi Mu's
think you rale'

Phi Delta Theta l.il Sis Rush
May 7 8-10 p.m New Fraternity
Row
^^^^^
EUROPE FOR A SONG' Edu
rational Flights of Ohio. Inc..

16141283-8032. any time.
Bike race pictures are in! Stop
in the Delta Upsilon house and
see them Photo orders will be
taken all week.

BLACKS

-

WOMBN

ANYONE'
Learn
about
"relevant'' literature Take Fr
280. "French Women Writers in
Translation" 13 cr I nest fall 1W
13. F 3) and or RL 282. "Black
Poets in Translation" ,3 cr. I
spring quarter. iMWR 11
Counts toward humanities
requirement or as an elective.
NOPREREQVIS1TE No need
lo know a foreign language
Instructor:
Dr. Janis L
Pallislei
INTERESTED IN No FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe. Africa. Middle East.
Far East at minimum cost,
maximum flexibility and
minimum hassle4 For information call EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS toll-free 18001 223
8888
You can be what you want at the
DZ Suppressed Desires!

Congrats Kathy on your Beta
Theta Phi engagement to Jim
Low, your Sisters.
It war a good show Liz You're
No 1 by us Love. Gamma Phi's
We're proud of you Ann on your
Mortar Board tapping Love.
Gamma Phi's
Congrats Jenny on your Phi
Delta Theta pinning to Dave
Love, your Sisters

TOR SALE
74 Vega GT Hatchback. 4 spd .
deluxe interior after 5.353-0864
Lloyds stereo, am-fm radio,
non-component Eicell cond.
885 or best offer 352 3878
2-15"
Electro Voice SRO
speakers 8100 for pair. 2
Silverlone guitar amps 855
each Elec typewriter 885 '65
Ford Van. 8480 Before I. call
382-7140.
Full set Kroydn golf clubs, like
new. w bag 8110 or best offer
Bob. 2-1803 before noon
Bose speakers for sale. Excellent condition 8320.00 for the
pair 383-8014. 12-2 or 352-7718 610 p.m.
Suzuki guitar t case, very good
con 352-8377
Immediately
Kawasaki
Honda 750 352-5343

800.

Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall school year 382-8302 or
352-7365 evenings

Derby Day is coining' Be
ready! The Sigs are1! Get
psyched May 8th a 18th!!

Rmmts. needed for fall.
SM'mo 3527Y60alter4pm

AChi-O's-One more day aad
away we go" Fire-Up!!

Concord MK VII Stereo Cas
sette Deck. Dolby. Cr02. Auto
Shut-off. 8110 382-0483 Before
Noon

Persons to sublease
summer Call 352-7327.

Alpha Chi's
Fire Up lor the
Fantastic Formal Friday!!

08 Dodge Coronet 8290 or best

house

1*4 Buick Special, standard
lair shapv 8275 372 IU»

Hey Hooters, no way we're not
going to ' Winn's" Derby Day'
Get psyched, your coaches

1 I rmmt starting June. Own
bedroom No lease 853 mo 3527138

Guitar tale
lsave-888-8ave
New guitars at unbelievable
sav.ngs 20'~. SO', off Little
Olde Music Shoppe

oiler 352-7761 alter 5

2 bedroom apt to sublet fur
summer 352-1302

2 bedroom apartments near
Towers Fall rates lor 4 students Summer rates for 2.3. or
4 students 352-7385
Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352 7365
Apt to SUBLET FALL onlyNeed 1 m 2-2003 Close to
campus'
1 bdrm lurn to sublease a c.
all utilities paid Ph 352-9378 or
352-5425 Can sublease from
5 1 75 to 9 1 75
2 bdrms util paid close to
campus 1220 E Wooster 352
3756 summer
Summer Apts call Maurer &
Green Rentals for a variety ol
apts with excellent location
Prices range Irom 880 mo 3520717
Apt to sublease 170 mo 5th St
Joan 352-5887
Apt for sublet avail Jun IS 1
bdrm air cond CBLTV shag
carp Close to campus. 8152 mo
352«89
Rooms for girls 845 mo and
cooking privileges Summer a
fall 353-3975
2 bdrm furn air cond 1 block
to campus Low summer rates
Ph 352-8035
Ell apt 2 blks Irom campus
352 3622
824 SIXTH 2 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned and in excellent condition Tenants only
pay the electric Set up for 4
persons Only 2 vacancies left
for fall 86500 per person per
month
821 EAST MERRY Less than
one block Irom campus 2 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned
and in excellent condition.
Tenants only pay the electric
Set up for 4 persons Only one
vacancy left for fall 886 00 per
person per month
FOR
SUMMER: 4 vacancies 82858
per person per month, or a total
of 8278 00 for the entire
summer For more information
call Newlove Rally 353-7381
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THUR. IS STUDENT NIGHT
ADMISSION $ 1.00 WITH STUDENT I.D.

loc^l briefs

CINEMA I

Medical society

Al BOWLING GRIIN S
STADIUM PLAZA

Suzanne Conner, medical technology instructor, has
been named president of the Ohio Society for Medical
Technology A University student. Kim Palagyi. senior
lAfcSi. was appointed student representative to the

HELD OVER-2nd SMASH WEEK
EVE. AT 7:15-9:30

society

SEE BEST ACTRESS ELLEN
BURSTYN IN HER ACADEMY
AWARD WINNING ROLE

BGTV-7 day
Today is BGTV-7 Day From 11 am 4 p.m.. Channel 7
will show video tape replays of BGTV 7 programs BG Boy
will make personal appearances and a co-ed will win
a date with him
All these activities will happen in or around the Union
and the public is invited

David
Goad.
Mniar
i A»SI puts forth hit
croarivo talontt with

A move for everyone
who has ever
dreamed of
a second k
chance. JKJ'F

oils on canvas in a Fine
Arts
studio.
(N»w»photo by Michael Pat-

Second lecture

•oral*)

Dr Thomas Wymer. professor of English, will lead a
discussion in the second talk of The Last Lecture Series.''
at 8 p m tomorrow in 308 University Hall
The topic of discussion will be The Sister Ants The
Relationship Between Poetry and Painting in the Nineteenth Century A slide show of revolutionary- art work
also will be presented

ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRISTOH LRSON ..AJCE
DOESN7 LIVE HERE
ANYMORE

Technology
Shirley Pohl. past president of the American Society for
Medical Technology, will speak on "Medical Technology in
the Year 2000 at 8 tonight in 515 Life Science Bldg

COMING SOON TO I.O.

Medicine

SHAMPOO - TOMMY - FUNNY LADY
GREAT WALDO PEPPER

Dr William Schofield of the University of Minnesota's
psychiatry department will speak at 8 tonight in 70
Overman Hall
His lecture is titled "Better Medicine Through
Psychology
Dr Schofield is the author of "Psychotherapy Purchase
of Friendship "

Marathon
Sigma Phi Kpsilon fraternity will sponsor a run for the
money' marathon lasting four days and three nights the
proceeds from which will go to victims of multiple
sclerosis
The program, entitled Athletes vs MS." is part of a
national campaign headed by Ara Parseghian, former
Notre Dame football coach
Sigma Phi Epsilon's marathon is sponsored by local
businesses and citizens The fraternity's members will
begin running around the University's track at 3 p m May
20 and will run day and night until 3 p It), May 23

Bicycle thefts decrease
Fewer bicycles were
stolen on campus from July
I. 1974 to March 31.1975 than
during the same period a
year before, according to a
report recently released by
Campus Safety Director
Dale Shaffer
Fifty-three bikes were
stolen last year while 97
were stolen the period
before
In a recent survey.
Campus Safety found that

only 548 of about 2.000
bicycles on campus
displayed licenses
The
report stated that some
licenses were purchased but
were not attached to the
bikes
Campus Safety Officer
James
Kay attached
warnings to bikes which did
not have licenses
Bike
licenses can be purchased at
Campus Safety for Jl The

*****************************

Mental health

Factline knows

Linda Smith, director of the Wood County After Care
Program, will speak at noon tomorrow at the University's
Center for Continued Learning. 194 S Main St
She will discuss her job in mental health work and
volunteer work in the field Those attending the session
may bring a brown bag lunch

bike's serial number is then
drilled on the bike for easy
identification in case of
I hell

CAMPUS

SAFETY

received complaints
that
bike owners were chaining
their bikes to trees and
killing
some
of them,
according to the report Asa
result.
the
University
installed SIO.OOO worth of
new bike racks

Bicyclers must contend
with city and slate laws as
well Marilyn Hartz of the
Bowling Green Police

Your College Ring

IT'S REAL

THINK OF THE VALUE!
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES

•
•
•
•

St"ou'i-io and Award Progiami
Full Company Training Prtwdad
Profit Sharing Program
Caraor Opportunities A.j.labu

Can or WnU Today For a Wetland
Inlenne* in Cleveland
MARKET RESEARCH I SALES INC
6500 PCARl R0.
PARHA HIS. OHIO. 44130
12161 114 5350

VJ"~™'""*

5 Week Delivery

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Trade in your High School Ring
for Additional Savings

NOW PLAYING
Department said the most
frequent bike violation
committed by students is
riding on sidewalks in the
downtown business district
The law preventing
bicyclists from using the
sidewalks was enacted for
the safety ol senior citizens.
Hartz said Its violation
carries the same penalty as
a traffic offense
Hartz added that other
common offenses are failure
to stop at a stop sign, failure
to use a headlight at night
and failure to use proper
hand signals.

7:15-9:30

....

WEDNESDAY IS

NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND
FALL. - HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
Rental Office
1163 Napoleon Rd
PH. 352-9378
CHERRY HILL
VILLAGE
Featuring Indoor
Heated Pool
Only One in B.G.

IN THC GREATER CLEVELAND «"i«

lifetime Guarantee

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

HEY
PODNERS!

372-2445
<A**rt*>«rtA**rtrtArtAArt*rt*>aiAArt*AArt*AA*A*AA'W

1645 + PER MONTH
Vow Own Ca' Necessa'y

CINEMA H

Rental Office
853 Napoleon Rd.

PH. 352-6248

$ DOLLAR DAY $
ROAST BEEF PLATTER
Juicy roasl beef slacked high on a sesame seed bun
with ensp western fries and creamy cole slaw

$1.00
REG. $1.53
SAVE 53«

300 EAST
WOOSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
MAY 7
ALL DAY

!"'..'hi:iv'ihi:i:;:!i ■
AGENiBftiniM

Student Services Building

Htritnitii

ANOFOR ADULTS

CORPORATION Pf 11 ASI

PORTAGE DRIVE-IN;
12540 SO. DIXIE HWY.

686-2841 V,

NOW PLAYING

Friday, May 9, 1975

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

,iii;."n

eiecutivt producer Wll 11AM SIIHERKUIT • ARTHUR MARKS
producers DAVID WINTCRS • CHARUS STROUD
icreenpidy by JACK S MARGOI IS dirtCtoi Cl AUDIO (.U/MAN

OPEN 7:30 - SHOW 8:30

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

ANNOUNCES THE
WEDNESDAY NIGHT COKE®
SPECIAL - 2 FREE COKES

The 'DXHXY DOUBLE!'
WOMEN WHO MAKE THE KINO OF OFFER
A COP CANT REFUSE!
TWPUBUC mjk'.
8fmw

" TW*i

WHOSimS... i* 'i
uomms
~~^J
uomms Ail

• * . *Bpsm k

(for the asking) With the

IffytiLiidia

Purchase of any Pizza
SO, CALL

352-5221
FOR FAST, HOT
FREE DELIVERY
Domino are the Pizza People, Period.

CLA-ZEL

129 N. MAIN. B.G.

cbeLegend

NOW PLAYING
7:15-9:15

353-1361

of Boggy)
. $i Creche
*

A TRUE STORY
On^-'fCMNiCOlOB NmrtffTKMSCOrt

Cochrane to Plaunt-a smooth transition
By Pete F.nglehart
When you talk about Bowling Green lacrosse, you talk
about Mickey Cochrane
For 10 years, the veteran coach, known affectionately by
his players as just Mick." has literally been the Falcon
lacrosse program
His office contains enough stick memorabilia to start a
museum land he hasi Even his car resembles a BG
lacrosse promotional gimmick with bumper stickers and
pins that read "Play Lacrosse And The Girls Will l.ove
You" adorning it
But last week the man who has meant so much to the stick
sport at the I'niversily announced his retirement to his
team. Monday, the decision was made public
While Cochrane's departure will mark the end of a legacy
at Bowling Green it will not put an end to "Mickeyism."
Future Falcon stick teams will be in the hands of an equally

synonymous name with BG's lacrosse program-Jim
Plaunt
Plaunt has been Cochrane's assistant coach since 1970
His association with Cochrane began in 1966 when he
captained BG's first varsity lacrosse team.
DESPITE THE change in leadership. Plaunt indicated
many of Cochrane's theories will remain.
"My basic philosophy is Mickey's basic philosophy."
Plaunt said "After being with him for 10 years, I can't see
any radical changes. After all. he's the only lacrosse coach
I've ever had "
flaunts comments lend themselves to speculation about
the obvious question-what are Mickey's philosophies?
The answer might be found in the poetry he composes
before each game, in the annual alumni game he conducts
each spring or even in his basement museum of antiques
The real answer goes beyond all of Cochrane's unique
pasttimes and into the intensity that surrounds the 45-yearold coach An intensity, unless you know the man. that can
be deceiving

The transition is comfortable It's not like a new person was
coming in to take over lacrosse Jim knows the program and
will be successful with it."
Plaunt is equally excited about the opportunity.
"IT'S SOMETHING I've always wanted to do. and it will
present a great challenge." he said. "There won't be any
radical changes in the program because Mickey's ideas will
remain very much a part of the team for a long time to
come."
Though he will be in the stands next year. Cochrane
indicated he will still take part in the BG lax program.
"Jim knows that I can never really retire from the game
of lacrosse." Cochrane explained "I plan to keep active in
the coaching association, and I suspect that Jim and I will
do a lot of talking together
"I'd be crazy not to say that I hope they miss me. but Jim
will make a terrific coach "

INTENSITY, EVEN to the point of over-involvement, is
the only way Cochrane has ever approached his coaching
duties in lacrosse and soccer He cited his zealous efforts tc
maintain a high standard in both programs as a major
reason why he will concentrate on just soccer next year
But his conscientious work does not mean he takes a door-die approach to winning, as one might think if he didn't
know Cochrane
"My philosophy is to work hard and enjoy the game
That's the purpose of athletics." Cochrane said "If you do
these things then winning will take care of itself
"Don't get me wrong Everything has to have a purpose,
and it's hard work that brings everything good out in view,"
he continued "I just ask the kids to play as well as they
possibly can.
"There's enough emphasis on winning It's in the back of
everyone's mind and doesn't need to be verbalized." he
added
.11 VI AS UNIQUE as his views on winning and playing
are his change of pace coaching techniques
It is not unusual to sec one of his lacrosse teams playing
soccer the week before an important game Another
favorite. "Gitche Gumee Day." adds variety to the practice
field as the squad divides into groups to compete against
each other in various skill activities
All these off-beat characteristics have led to an ultra-successful coaching career that began at Johns Hopkins
University In 1952
Since taking the HG post in 1966. he has recorded a 86 25
mark and won two Midwest Lacrosse Association (MLA)
championships His 1970 and 1974 teams posted perfect
records In each instance, the accomplishments brought
appropriate recognition to Cochrane
IN 1170. HE was named "College Coach of the Year "
l.isi year he was the head coach for the winning South squad
in the annual North South All Star game He was the first
midwest coach ever to receive such an honor
With a myriad of accomplishments behind him and a
future with no limits, many lacrosse fans may be asking.
"Why retire'"
"People don't realize that this is a happy thing for me."
Cochrane said "I know Jim will do an excellent job with the
lacrosse program and my decision should help both
<sports*
The key thing is the success of both of them." he said
"Each of us can devote full time attention to each sport

Outgoing coach Mkkey Cochrano
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Linksters cop Bronco
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
You've got to give the
Falcon gollers credit-they
don't give up
Bouncing back for the
second consecutive week
Bouncing back fcr the
second consecutive week
from
a
disappointing
weekend finish, the Bowling
Green linksters captured
Western Michigan's Bronco
Invitational
Monday
at
Kalamazoo. Mich
After placing ninth out of
14 teams in last weekend's
Northern
Intercollegiate
tournament,
the Falcons
responded b> edging Mid
American
Conference
i MACi rival Miami by three
strokes Monday to nail their
second lournev win of the
season

The BrOBCO victory gives
Hi i .i KUoa record of 70 22
It was important because
the second half of the MAC
championships
will
be
played on Western's I-ake
Doster layout in two weeks
"BOUNCING BACK from
a poor performance al a
major
tournament
i Northern Intercollegiate>
with a victory at a 'satellite'
i Broncoi is good." Falcon
coach John Piper said,
"especially
when
the
satellite' was played on the
course on which the con
ference
title
will
be
determined
"There were seven of the
ten MAC schools there and
we proved that we can beat
them." he added
Bti totaled 752 in the M

Bucks belt netters
The Falcon netters loll behind 51 after singles
competition yesterday against the Ohio State Buckeyes In
Columbus, but managed two o( the three doubles wins
However, the powerful Big Ten Bucks defeated BG, 6 :< OK
the victors' home courts
The only singles winner for the Falcons was lourth man
and team captain Doug Dennis who defeated Pedro
Gonzolez.6-1.6 3
The first, second and third singles contingent of tilenn
Johnson. Bob Green and Hob Dowhng respectivelv. were
drubbed Mltly in straight sets bv the overpowering OS1 Ion
three
THE DOUBLES competition saw the younger Falcons
dominate OSl' changed their lineup around and Bti >. Iirsl
doubles pair ol Johnson and Dowhng defeated Bailev and
Steve Kiusz 6-2.4-6.6-2
In the second doubles. OSl' defeated Green and Coulmg. 26. 6-3 and 6-3 in a comeback while the third doubles team of
Dennis and Trimble won. 6-3. 6-2

[

hole affair, nipping Miami
which finished at 755 Host
Western Michigan was third
at 765. while Kent State and
Ohio University lied for
fourth place at 766
Eastern Michigan 17691.
Michigan
State
17441,
Michigan
i782>.
Central
Michigan < 7811 and the
Western "It" squad I790I
rounded out
the team
scoring
Outstanding performances
by Ken Walters and Jim
Decker paved the way for
the Falcon triumph
WALTERS, last year's
conference medalist, carded
two par rounds of 72 to finish
at 144. which topped all
individuals
"Walters won his first in
dividual title this spring and
that was the difference."
Piper said
"His overall
game is in top shape right
now "
Decker, meanwhile, was
under enormous pressure to
produce good results After
a poor showing in the
Northern
tourney,
the
sophomore was on the verge
of losing his starting
position

"Decker knew he had to
play well if he wanted to
play at Kent this weekend
(first
half
of
MAC
championships*."
Piper
said "The pressure was on.
and he produced "
Decker opened with a 75
and closed with a sparkling
71 to finish at 146 His total
tied him with four other
individuals for second place
"WE
COULD
HAVE
easily been third or fourth."
Piper explained, "but with
those two i Walters and
Decker i. we're first
"And at this point in the
season, two of the six
players need to shoot par or
better as a general rule for
us to be number one at the
end of an 18-hole round." he
added
Other Falcon scores were
John Miller with 151 (77,74),
Mark McConnell with 153
i77. 761. Gary Treater with
160 HH. 801 and Dave Bastel
with 161 183.78)
Play begins Friday at
Kent as the first half of the
league championships get
underway
The
Falcons,
after winning two straight
MAC titles, finished sixth
last spring

TOM'S TIRE & AUTO SERVICE
GOODYEAR TIRES
EXPERT MECHANICAL WORK
FOREIGN A AMERICAN CARS
165 S. MAIN
352-4628

na

Coach-designate Jim Mount

Purvis nears coaching mark
The Falcons dropped the
opener
of
yesterday's
iv. In hi II lo Ohio State. M, In
ten Innings. Kip Young, this
week's recipient of the
"MAC Player ol the Week"
award, went nine innings
before being relieved In the
tenth by Dan Hebel. who
suffered his seventh loss In
nine decisions.
In
Ihe
nightcap, the
Buckeyes completed the
sweep with a come-fron-bealnd 7-4 win. BG lei a 3-Z
lead slip away In Ihe fifth
frame. Dick Selgo knocked
In
three runs
for
Ihe
Falcons-now 21-17.
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
Diamondmen Kip Young
and Dick Selgo have been
setting new Falcon records
all season
Young has won 16 straight
games, nine in a row this

year and holds a remarkable
24-3 career slate
Every
time the "Kipper" strolls to
the hill,
he is usually
victorious and pads his
already
established
BG
records
Like the big junior righthander,
the
hard-hitting
Selgo sets a new Falcon
standard every time he
lakes the field But his game
isn't in his arm-it's in the
big wooden stick he carries
Selgo holds the all-time
Falcon marks in runs batted
in 178) and doubles 1281
SO WHO'S the next Falcon
in line for Bti baseball
milestones''
Its none other than BG
coach Don Purvis
Last
weekend. Toledo's baseball
tutor. Stan Sanders, reached
100 career
wins
Now.
Purvis is ready to hit the
century mark
With 14 games left in this
season.
including
vesterdav's twinbill at Ohio

State, Purvis needed only
six more victories to reach
100
There's
one
catch
Sanders accomplished the
feat in his sixth season at the
neighboring Mid-American
Conference i MAC i school
Purvis has a shot at doing it
in just four campaigns
THE FALCON skipper
holds a career slate of 94-61
3 I 606) In his first year.
Purvis led his club to a MAC
title After a mediocre 1973
season, he came back last
spring to post his best
record while at BG 130-141
This year's team, though
only 21-15. is
"my best
hitting
club."
Purvis
maintains And with good
reason Larrv Owen. Randv

Law. Joe Meyer and Selgo
are all smacking the ball
over the 300 clip Young is
close behind at 298
"We just take one game at
a time and plan on winning
it." Purvis explained of his
winning method
Young and Mike Hale
went after two of those six
needed wins in Columbus
yesterday, and they'll both
get the nod Saturday in
Toledo
The Falcons host Xavier
in a Friday doubleheader
After Friday, only one other
team is scheduled to intrude
Warren E Steller Field this
season
That
will
be
Michigan on Tuesday
Which means Don Purvis
might get number
100
against the Wolverines

MOTHER'S DAY SALE
Dear Customer,
During these troubled economic times, we are pleased
to announce a Mother's Day Sale where there are true
bargains We have imported and American-made gilts
to please any Mother and any pocketbook. We also have
a large display of Mother's Day collector's plates, which
are the perfect gilt lor the hard-to-please. Be sure to
stop in and compare prices, we're certain you'll pick
Vatans "for the perfect gift".
Most Sinctrtly,

VATAHS IMPORTS AMD GIFTS
Spanish Silver
Cufflinks
All Wood Product!
All China Products
Classic Warn
Pottery
All Glassware
Oxidized Brass
Salad Sots
Tapostrios
Ikora Silverplate
Wedgewood
Clocks
Meerschaum Pipes
All Jewelry

50% OFF
30% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
30% OFF
10%0FF
30% OFF
50% OFF
50% OFF
, 10% OFF
20% OFF
20% OFF
30% OFF
30% OFF
20% OFF

MOTKTS MY IS TUB SIMMY MAY 11

ANNOUNCES EVERY WEDNESDAY
2 FREE COKES ^ WITH THE
PURCHASE OF EVERY PIZZA

352-5221

